
REGULATOR:   DRIVER AND VEHICLE STANDARDS AGENCY  

Business Impact Target Reporting Period Covered:  2015-17 

Non-Qualifying Regulatory Provisions (NQRPs).  

Area of 
Exemption 

Summary of measures 

A – EU and 
International 

No measures have been identified as NQRPs.  
In 2015-16 there were 30 Guidance updates on EU activities – including 14 on 
the MoT, 6 on tachographs and 9 on individual vehicle approval.  
In 2016-17 a further 15 Guidance updates were published, 14 of which related 
to the MoT. In detail: 

2015-16: 

 Guide to MOT risk reduction

 MOT ‘specials’ – 2,3,4,5 and 6

 MOT testing service: IT specification

 MOT site assessment calculator

 MOT inspection manual for class 1 and 2 vehicles

 MOT inspection manual for class 3,4,5,and 7 vehicles

 HGV Brake test best practice

 Electronic braking performance monitoring systems

 PSV inspection manual

 HGV inspection manual

 Vehicle manufacturer’s non code actions Jan-June 15

 Vehicle manufacturer’s non code actions July-Dec 15

 IVA inspection manual LGV (N1)

 IVA inspection manual HGV (N2 and N3)

 IVA for buses and coaches: help to get a pass

 IVA for light trailers: help to get a pass

 IVA for vans: help to get a pass

 IVA for cars: help to get a pass

 IVA test fees

 Load securing: vehicle operators guide

 Approved Tachograph centre manual (2 issues)

 Approved Tachograph repairer’s manual

 Tachograph special notices 1,2 and 3
2016-17: 

 Approved headlamp aim testers

 Approved tyre tread depth gauges

 Approved decelerometers

 Approved plate brake testers

 Approved floor / pull along brake testers

 Approved exhaust gas analysers : non-catalytic vehicles

 Approved exhaust gas analysers : catalyst vehicles

 Approve diesel smoke meters

 Approved oil temperature measuring devices

 Approved brake pedal application devices

 Approved hand held devices



 Approved roller brake testers 

 Approved speed limiters 

 Approved tow bar / trailer socket testers 

 Vehicle manufacturer’s non code actions Jan-June 16 

 Tachograph special notice 1 
B – Economic 
Regulation 

None 
 

C – Price Control None 
 

D - Civil 
Emergencies 

None 
 

E – Fines and 
Penalties 

In 2015-16 there were 4 Guidance updates on Enforcement sanctions. 
In 2016-17 there were none. In detail: 
2015-16: 

 DVSA Enforcement sanctions (2 issues) 

 Special Types Enforcement guide 

 How DVSA uses Automatic Number Plate Recognition 
 

F – Pro-
Competition 

None 
 

G – Large 
Infrastructure 
projects 

None 
 

H – Misuse of 
Drugs/National 
Minimum Wage  

None 
 

I – Systemic 
Financial Risk 

None 
 

K – Industry 
Codes 

None. Note that it would be possible to classify many of the Guidance notes 
that are considered here as EU or Educational alternatively as Industry Codes. 
For example, load securing guidance, which RPC considered to be ‘non-
qualifying’ on grounds of being an EU update.   
 

 

L1 - Casework  
 
 
 

In 2015-16 DVSA: 

 encountered over 189,000 LGV vehicles and drivers at the roadside, 
and carried out over 3,200 non roadside checks. 

 issued over 4,058 fixed penalty notices on the new lorry  Road User 
Levy for foreign operators. 

 On driving test impersonations and fraud: 355 individuals were 
arrested by the Police as a result of our investigations, 202 individuals 
received a police caution, 69 individuals were convicted of offences in 
the courts. DVSA revoked 111 driving licences 

 On driving instructor fraud. 98 reported cases of illegal driving 
instruction and 14 individuals were arrested by the Police. 6 
individuals received a police caution and 4 received a court conviction 

 On MoT and Operators fraud. 19 LGV Operators, 5 PSV Operators and 
11 MOT garages were investigated, resulting in 69 prosecutions, 66 
referrals to the Traffic Commissioner for Public Inquiry and the 
removal of 20 MOT Authorised Examiners or Authorised Testers 



In 2016-17 DVSA: 

 Exceeded its target on vehicle compliance checks and on identifying 
serious roadworthiness defects and traffic offences. 

 Issued over 4000 fixed penalty notices on the Road User Levy 

L2 – Education, 
communications 
and promotion 
 
 
 

In addition to user and stakeholder meetings, DVSA involves industry experts in 
strategic projects and pilots. 
In 2015-16 DVSA: 

 issued 10 Guidance notes that were educational in, for example, 
telling people about how we operate, or giving advice on aspects of 
driving and vehicle safety that businesses would find useful. 

o Running a fleet of vans 
o Driving a van: the basics 
o Driving a van: daily walk around checks 
o Vehicle side guards 
o Guidance for driving examiners on ADI tests (2 issues) 
o Driving Instructor associations 
o ADI ‘Fit and Proper’ criteria 
o ADI on-line service user guide 
o Car and trailer driving test – reversing exercise 

 worked with the freight/logistics and passenger carrying industries to 
improve driver recruitment by regulatory change and other measures, 
such as: 

o allowing acquired rights drivers to obtain their first Driver Qualification 
Card by taking the initial qualification instead of undergoing periodic 
training. This was an administrative arrangement. 

o extending the radius of a Driver CPC exemption from 50km to 100km 
for some drivers 

o undertaken promotional activity in partnership with the industries’ 
representative bodies to highlight the benefits of Driver CPC to the 
industry in terms of recruitment and the positive effects this can have 
on a driver’s professional development 

o worked with commercial partners such as Transport for London, DHL 
and the industries’ representative bodies to highlight positive, tangible 
benefits that a well organised, pragmatic driver training programme 
can deliver to a business 

 worked with the Institute of the Motor Industry, the Retail Motor 
Industry Federation, City and Guilds and ABC Awards to help produce a 
set of national occupational standards for MOT testers and managers 

 issued updated guidance on the fit and proper criteria so that those 
that we regulate better understand the criteria to become and remain 
an Approved Driving Instructor 

 worked closely with stakeholders and trade member organisations to 
publicise specific van safety messages. 

In 2016-17 DVSA: 

 issued a further 3 educational Guidance updates providing industry 
with ‘how to’ guides: 

o MOT: annual assessment: sample questions 
o Practical test business service user guide 
o Local PSV service registrations (PSV353A) 



 launched the MOT History Service. After a successful period of live 
running, the service is recognised by the Government Digital Service as 
an exemplar across government and as a benchmark for others. 

 The Agency completed the roll out of its Operator Licensing 
Compliance System (OLCS) in November 2016. OLCS enables 
commercial vehicle operators to apply for and maintain their licences 
on-line. 

 

L3 – Activity 
related to policy 
development 
 
 
 

In 2015-16 DVSA: 

 put robust plans in place to respond to the Spending Review 
announcement made in November 2015 and the Motoring Services 
Strategy consultation undertaken between November 2015 and 
January 2016. 

 Completed the trial, with over 4,400 learners, on changes to the car 
practical test to assess whether candidates felt better prepared for 
driving independently  

 Set out our plans to improve motorcycle training, in particular 
compulsory basic training 

 Continued our successful programme to take large goods vehicle 
testing closer to the customer 

 Continued to develop an earned recognition scheme, which will 
formally recognise exemplar operators with a strong track record of 
compliance 

 set out our plans to improve motorcycle training, in particular 
Compulsory Basic Training (CBT) for learner motorcyclists  

 introduced changes to the CBT standards check, moving away from the 
previous fault based assessment which focussed on what was taught, 
to one that focuses on how the training is delivered  

 successfully piloted unannounced CBT compliance visits and will 
continue with these from April 2016 onwards 

 worked with the Institute of the Motor Industry, the Retail Motor 
Industry Federation, City and Guilds and ABC Awards to help produce a 
set of national occupational standards for MOT testers and managers 

 worked with the Confederation of Organisations in Road Transport 
Enforcement, the International Motor Vehicle Inspection Committee 
(CITA) and the European Commission to modernise roadside inspection 
processes ahead of meeting the roadside inspection directive (directive 
2014/47/EU) by May 2018 

 worked with DfT to make sure that all preparations are in place ahead 
of the necessary legislative changes for the introduction of fixed 
penalty notice/financial deposit procedures for historical drivers’ hours 
offences 

 continued to develop proposals for an ADI earned recognition scheme 
and to replace the current ADI part 3 test with the ADI standards check  

In 2016-17 DVSA: 

 consulted on modernising motorcycle training. The Agency will publish 
its response in 2017-18.  The Agency also worked with the industry 
during the year to improve the quality and increase the take up of 
post-test rider training. 

 piloted the delivery of Driver CPC (module 4) testing by delegated 
examiners during the year. This is now being rolled out.  



 developed and piloted a new approach to the car practical test.  This 
will be implemented in December 2017. 

 The Agency published a consultation on changing the first MOT date to 
4 years in January 2017.  
 

 

L4 – Changes to 
management of 
regulator 
 
 
 

Gareth Llewellyn became Chief Executive in April 2016. ‘We worked hard as an 
agency to move our organisation forward from merger (DSA and VOSA) and 
transform the work we do to make sure that we set and regulate clear 
standards for safe driving, riding and vehicle safety, including providing 
appropriate education and enforcement services’. (Annual Report 2015-16) 

 

 


